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Abstract—In this letter we introduce a new routing technique
designed exclusively for VANETs and present some initial perfor-
mance results. The algorithm was named Junction-based Multi-
path Source Routing (JMSR). Its main characteristics comprise
the multiple routes towards the destination, the junction-centric
logic and the adoption of source routing mechanisms.

Index Terms—VANETs, routing, multipath, geographic,
junction-based.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) have been proposed

as a technology that will enable connectivity of users on-

the-move and also implement Intelligent Transportation Sys-

tems (ITS). The latter is a technology that refers to smart

transportation information collection and dissemination, such

as cooperative traffic monitoring, collision prevention and

real-time detour computation [1]. VANETs resemble classical

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (or MANETs), but they also have

some unique characteristics. The most important one is the

geographically constrained topology. In VANETs, nodes can-

not freely move around an area or surface; their movements

are restricted within the roads formed around obstacles such

as buildings. These obstacles have also a great effect in the

transmitted wireless signals, causing large distortions to them.

A side-effect of this is the partial predictability of nodes’

movements. Another interesting characteristic is the large

scale of the network, as VANETs may comprise hundreds or

thousands of nodes that may be too close together or too far

away. Finally, in VANETs the nodes’ power consumption is

not a critical design parameter [2].

The vast majority of routing protocol for VANETs so far,

such as Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing [3], Geo-

graphic Source Routing [4] or Connectivity-Aware Routing

[5], use only one single route from the source to destination.

GPSR [6] handles each packet separately. Some of its varia-

tions, like GPCR-MA [7] and [8], exploit the use of additional

information, like electronic maps and traffic, in order to

improve GPSR’s performance. However, in [9] the authors

investigate the advantages and disadvantages of multiple node-

disjoint routes in VANETs. Some of their main conclusions

were that: single-path and multipath have similar performance

when source and destination are only a few (2-3) hops away,

but for larger source-destination distances (4-5 hops) some
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difference is observed; route coupling plays a significant role;

for long source-destination distances (6 hops or more) better

performance may be achieved by using multiple node-disjoint

paths, especially in the case of high data rates. In [10], the

authors propose a variation of the AOMDV [11] protocol

that exploits vehicles’ speed in order to optimize the best

route decision. Finally, in [12] Fast Restoration On-demand

Multipath Routing (FROMR) is proposed, which maintains

partially link-disjoint multipath routes for link failure recovery.

In this work, we present our efforts to design a VANET

routing protocol not based on MANET protocols variations,

but based on the characteristics of urban environments from

the very beginning. Due to size limitations, we will only

present the basic idea and some preliminary results based on

simulations of realistic vehicular environments. We call our

protocol Junction-based Multipath Source Routing, or JMSR

for short. JMSR is a geographic routing protocol, in the sense

that it exploits the location of the nodes and also of the

street junctions, known via digital street maps. It maintains

concurrently two paths from the source to the destination as a

series of junctions the packets should pass through, and not as

a series of nodes-relays. JMSR injects the routing information

inside each packet, according to the source routing paradigm,

so that every node on the path is aware of the route the packets

should follow. Our performance evaluation documents most of

the conclusions of [9] described earlier.

The remaining of this letter is structured as follows: After

briefly explaining the protocol’s main characteristics in Section

II, Section III describes the protocol’s main procedures. The

performance evaluation is demonstrated and commented on in

Section IV. The ending section summarises our findings.

II. JMSR’S CHARACTERISTICS

Similar to previous studies, we assume that each node

is equipped with a GPS receiver, thus always knowing its

position. Furthermore, each node has a digital map of the city

streets (some commercial vehicles are already equipped with

such systems). Hello packets (including position information)

are used so that each node is aware of the number and position

of its neighbors. Finally, we assume that the vehicles’ density

is relatively high, as in urban environments during rush hours.

JMSR is characterised as junction-based because it is a

geographic or position-based routing protocol, where the junc-

tions’ positions are of much higher importance than the posi-

tions of the nodes themselves. Using the location information

of the junctions instead of the nodes’ has some attractive

advantages: on one hand we avoid routing loops and local
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maxima/minima, while on the other hand nodes’ movements

have much less influence on routing decisions and paths are

much more reliable in that sense. Packet forwarding is handled

by the nodes within the junctions. All nodes in the junctions

are potential forwarders and the selection is done randomly.

Multiple paths have been proposed in order to distribute

the traffic load to a wider area, such that better performance

can be achieved. JMSR is a multipath protocol, however,

multipath refers to paths comprising series of junctions and

not series of nodes, as usual. Hence, JMSR’s paths are not

only link and node disjoint, but also they have a significant

probability to be interference-disjoint too, since buildings

prevent communication among nodes on either side of them;

JMSR exploits this fact.

Finally, JMSR adopts the source routing concept. Each data

packet carries forwarding information, injected in the packet

by the source node. Unlike other source routing protocols,

the injected information refers not to the nodes but to the

junctions a packet should visit. Thus, we need no routing

packets to maintain routes. Finally, more freedom is provided

to forwarding nodes for more appropriate next hop selection,

since they have better knowledge of their neighbourhood than

the source node, given the high node mobility.

III. DESCRIPTION OF JMSR

In this section we provide a detailed description of our

protocol. Similar to many previous works, we assume that the

position of the destination node is a-priori known to source

node via an appropriate mechanism (e.g. RLS - Reactive

Location Services). Although such a mechanism affects the

performance of the overall system, it is orthogonal to the

design and performance of the routing protocol.

A. At the source node

In JMSR, the source node is responsible for determining the

routes towards the destination. Taking into account its own

position, the destination’s position and the junctions in the

area between and around these two nodes, the source node

calculates two routes towards the destination1. Each route is

composed of a sequence of junctions. After calculating the two

routes (the exact method will be discussed later), the source

node, appends to the header of each data packet the coordinates

of the junctions of the route the packet should follow. In this

way, every forwarding nodes will be aware of the geographical

area that they should search for the appropriate next hop. Then,

the source node behaves as a forwarding node: it searches

among its neighbours for one that resides in the first junction

and sends the packet to it. Since JMSR uses two paths, the

next data packet is routed via the other path. In this way, the

traffic load is distributed between the two routes.

B. Forwarding packets

When an intermediate node receives a data packet, it looks

at the packet’s header to determine the location of the next

1It has been shown that in MANETs more than two routes are only slightly
beneficial [13]. However, depending on the application, one could find more
than two routes [14].

junction on the path. Then, it searches for an available node at

that junction, and forwards the packet to it. If no next junction

is found, it means that the destination is supposed to be the

next hop (and also its neighbour), so it just passes the packet

to it. The selection of the next hop node inside the specified

junction follows no specific rule; the choice is random. In

case no node is found to reside in the junction, the packet

is dropped. At this initial version of the algorithm, we have

adopted no recovery mechanism. Nevertheless, in a crowded

city center this case is practically rare, as most vehicles are

stuck in junctions, due to city traffic lights or signs. We intend

to add a recovery mechanism in the future, to enhance the

algorithm and permit it to work in networks with smaller

density and in cases where the distance between two junctions

is larger than the transmission range of the forwarding node.

An idea would be to search for nodes that are in the middle of

a road, or even to wait for some time for a node to advertise

itself as residing inside a junction, and then forward the packet,

or a carry-and-forward technique as the one proposed in [15].

C. Finding multiple disjoint routes

As mentioned earlier, the source node stores two routes to-

wards the destination. The aim of the protocol is to store routes

that are as interference-disjoint as possible, so that they do not

interfere with one another. JMSR decisions on which routes

to choose make use of the well-known Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm applied on graphs that model the city environment.

The graph is based on the digital city map assumed to exist in

every vehicle. The map’s junctions correspond to the vertices

of the graph. We also add two more vertices, which correspond

to the source and destination node. The edges of the graph

are defined as following: Supposing that two vehicles lie on

two different junctions of the city, if they can communicate

with each other, based on the capabilities of the physical

layer, then the two vertices of the graph, which correspond

to these junctions, are assumed to be connected by an edge.

The same rule is used to define the edges between the source

or destination vertex and the other vertices of the graph. The

communication range can never be guaranteed, of course,

however a good estimation of the achievable range at the

physical layer could be calculated based on historical data of

the node’s neighbours and their distance from the node itself.

The size of the map’s area that we will transform into a

graph, where the source is going to search for routes, is crucial.

We use the rectangular area of the map defined by the two

furthest points among the source node, the destination node,

the junctions between them and the neighbouring junctions of

the source and destination node. In this way we avoid losing

routes that overcome some peculiarities in the topology and

provide the shortest path algorithm with more available routes,

thus increasing the probability of finding interference-disjoint

paths.

Once the graph is derived, each edge is assigned with

cost c1 = cinit = 1. This is the initial graph G1. On G1,

starting from each vertex that is source node’s neighbour, we

use a shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm) and

determine the minimum cost route. To this route, we add the

source node itself. So, we get a first route R1.
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Next, we formulate a new graph G2 by removing R1 from

graph G1. This is a common practice in multipath route

discovery on graphs [14]. There is another modification on

the initial graph that we make. Since the second route should

be as interference-disjoint as possible from the first one, we

assign new costs on the graph’s edges, whose one endpoint

is a neighbour of a vertex belonging to R1. On these edges

we add an extra cost cadd, so that the algorithm avoids the

corresponding vertices when calculating the second route.

However, we do not completely remove them, because there

are cases where no other route would be available otherwise, or

cases where these vertices should be used, since the alternative

is even more costly. Hence, the new costs of the graph’s edges

will be c2 = cinit + cadd. When cadd is small, the two routes

will be highly correlated but the total number of hops will

be small. If cadd is high, the two routes will be independent,

however, the total number of hops on the second route will

be much higher than those on the first route. So, there is a

compromise that should be made. After changing the edges’

costs, we are ready to calculate the shortest path on the new

graph G2, which will provide us with the the second route R2.

Up to this step, we have found as many couples of routes as

the number of the neighbouring vertices of the source node’s

vertex. We choose the best among the couples, which is the

one that has the smallest total cost.

Finally, the update of the routes takes place each time we

receive an update regarding the position of the destination

node. Let us mention here that this is also an advantage

over the traditional perspective of node based protocols. The

latter need to recalculate the routes every time an update for

a neighbouring node is received. On the contrary, JMSR is

junction-based, so the update needs to be made only when the

position of the destination node is changed, irrespective of the

positions of the intermediate nodes.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We used NS-2 [16] to evaluate the performance of JMSR.

We modelled the city environment as a rectangular area with

horizontal and vertical streets. The dimensions of the modelled

area is 1500m×500m and the node density is 800 nodes/km2.

The distance between two neighbouring parallel streets is

100m (corresponding to a medium size city block, derived

from real-world cities). Spaces between the streets are assumed

to be buildings that don’t allow the propagation of radio waves

through them. We followed the IDM LC (Intelligent Driver

Model with Lane Changing) mobility model [17], included

in the VanetMobiSim framework. It uses smart intersection

management, lane changes management and speed regulation

depending on traffic conditions. The node’s communication

range is 350m, and IEEE802.11p protocol is used with 6Mbps

rate at 5.9GHz. Hence a transmission of a node can be

received by nodes located 3 junctions away, on average. Each

simulation lasts for 500 seconds, all traffic sessions start at

random times near the beginning of the simulation run and

CBR/UDP traffic flows of 512 bytes data packets are used.

In this letter we present the results for two performance

metrics: The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), defined as the ratio

of the data packets delivered to the destinations to the total data

packets generated by the CBR sources, and Average end-to-

end delay, which is the average time that the received packets

needed to reach the destinations. We ran two simulation sets,

varying the traffic load generated by the sources. For single-

path routing, we implemented a version of our multipath

protocol, in which all the packets are forwarded only through

the shortest available path. In the second simulation set, we

have also included AOMDV in the simulations for comparison.

In the following we depict the preliminary simulation results,

where JMSR refers to the multipath version.

In the first simulation set we study the performance of JMSR

for only one source-destination pair, so we can better focus on

the effect of the increasing traffic load. Two source-destination

distances were simulated, 4 and 6 hops. In both cases, traffic

load is varied from 2 to 32 packets per second.

The average end-to-end delay is depicted in Fig. 1. For

4 hops distance, single-path performs better than multipath

except for the very high traffic load. The behaviour is the same

for the 6 hops distance too. Multipath seems to be beneficial

only for very high traffic load. Regarding PDR, presented in

Fig. 2, in the case of 4 hops distance, no particular difference

is observed. However, when source-destination distance is

6 hops, multipath performs clearly better than single-path,

and the difference increases as traffic load increases. For

the highest traffic load, multipath delivers almost 50% more

packets than single-path, while achieving lower delay. Hence,

this basic simulation reveals that multipath becomes beneficial

only in high traffic load cases, where traffic is split among the

paths, avoiding congestion on one single route which would

delay packet delivery and risk packet loss.

In the second simulation set we investigate the protocol’s

performance under more realistic situations. We have set 4

source-destination pairs to exchange traffic at a rate of 2,

5 and 10 packets/second. We also included AOMDV in the

simulations for comparison with another multipath protocol,

although not designed for VANETs. Two cases were assumed

where the source-destination pair distance is 4 and 6 hops.

Fig. 3 depicts the results for the average end-to-end delay.

When source and destination are 4 hops apart, AOMDV

has the lowest delay and single-path has lower delay than

multipath. When their distance increases to 6 hops, then for

low traffic load, single-path achieves again lower delay values.

But, for high traffic load, multipath achieves lower delay than

single-path. AOMDV has again the lowest delay.

Apart from delay, PDR is also of crucial importance, and

the results are presented in Fig. 4. For small source-destination

distances, multipath achieves almost always the highest values,

followed by single-path and AOMDV in decreasing order. For

longer source-destination distances, multipath achieves again

the highest values. Hence, in any case, multipath achieves

the highest PDR values among the three simulated protocols.

By taking also into account the previous graph too, we may

conclude that multipath is beneficial for high traffic loads and

when sources and destinations are far apart.

The results are explained by the fact that multiple paths

are congested later in time than single paths, however, since

usually the second path is longer than the shortest one,
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additional delay is introduced. Therefore, it is not until the

single route is highly congested that the additional delay in

the multipath case becomes lower than the delay of the single-

path case. In addition, since congestion means higher packet

losses, multipath has much better performance in this metric.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we introduced a novel VANET geographic

multipath routing protocol, where the alternative paths are as

disjoint as possible. The general conclusion from our prelimi-

nary performance evaluation is that multipath is beneficial for

VANETs, in case the source-destination distances are medium

or long (6 hops away or more), or traffic loads are medium to

high, conditions that real-world VANETs will probably face.

As a future work, we intend to add a recovery mechanism to

cover the cases where no appropriate forwarding nodes have

been found. Moreover, we aim to investigate the potential of a

hybrid algorithm that uses single path for short distances and

lightweight traffic and multipath otherwise.
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